
Designed specifically to treat the hardness and impurities 
of your home’s water supply, the high performing Hague 
WaterMax® delivers water of the highest quality.

Fully customizable for your specific needs, the WaterMax® 
provides you one of the most advanced engineered, complete 
water treatment systems on the market today.

Beyond cleaner dishes, softer clothes, scale-free plumbing, 
longer lasting appliances, WaterMax® delivers many additional 
features that save energy, time, and money.

Discover why the Hague WaterMax® is regarded as the best 
water treatment system in its class.

Treat Yourself
to Softer Water

Why WaterMax®?
From the most trusted name in water softening comes WaterMax® — the 
world’s most comprehensive, most efficient home water treatment system.
From Computerized, fully customizable controls to the ease of a self-cleaning 
system, WaterMax® provides years of worry-free water treatment in your home.



SOFT, CHLORINE-FREE WATER FROM EVERY TAP
Enjoy fresh, odorless water in every drop while you protect 
your plumbing, appliances and family from the harmful 

effects of chlorine and hardness.

ADJUSTABLE SOFTENING LEVELS
Set the softening to any level you desire for the ultimate 
feeling of clean.

SELF-CLEANING
Never fuss with another filter or worry that it’s overdue — 
your WaterMax® is perpetually self-cleaning.

POTASSIUM CAPABILITY
Cutting back on sodium? WaterMax® works just as well with 
potassium. *Do not use if iron and/or manganese is present 

in water supply.

THE PERFECT COMPANION FOR YOUR HOT 
WATER HEATER
WaterMax® treats water as it enters your home to keep your 
plumbing scale-free and your water heater performing as 
efficiently throughout its lifetime as it did on day one.

UNMATCHED FLOW RATES
Go ahead and run the washer while someone is in the 
shower. Even when water is in high demand, WaterMax® 

keeps the supply flowing strong.

OPTIMAL CAPACITY & HIGH EFFICIENCY
Thanks to highly efficient on-demand regeneration, 
WaterMax® treats and delivers the water you need, when 
you need it — a cost-saving feature that minimizes water 
and regenerant consumption.

NAME & REPUTATION YOU CAN TRUST
The highly regarded Hague name is an assurance of high 
product quality and business integrity.

WaterMax® is protected by Hague’s exclusive 25 year limited 
warranty — an assurance of quality unmatched by any 
other manufacturer.

The WQA Gold Seal means our products have been tested 
and validated by the Water Quality Association.
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1. BUILT-IN BYPASS
Every WaterMax® comes equipped with a 
built-in bypass valve and test port for easy 
use and identification. 

2. SUPERIOR WATER DISTRIBUTION
This custom engineered baffle distributes the 
incoming water evenly through the tank to 
maximize efficiency and quality.

3. CUSTOMIZABLE COMPARTMENTS
The WaterMax® can utilize up to 3 
compartments to create over 83 
combinations of media to solve your specific 
treatment needs. 

4. SAFETY SHUT-OFF
The safety shut-off system is a backup feature 
that can protect your investment in case of a 
system failure.

5. GRID PLATE
The grid plate will protect the air check 
valve and help insure a consistent brine 
concentration.
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